The Darkest Kiss Riley Jenson
Guardian 6 Keri Arthur
Eventually, you will unconditionally discover a
extra experience and success by spending more
cash. yet when? realize you agree to that you
require to acquire those every needs in imitation
of having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt
to get something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will lead you to understand even
more just about the globe, experience, some
places, in the same way as history, amusement, and
a lot more?
It is your utterly own epoch to put on an act
reviewing habit. in the middle of guides you could
enjoy now is The Darkest Kiss Riley Jenson
Guardian 6 Keri Arthur below.

Dancing With the Devil
Keri Arthur 2013-07-30
BEYOND THE SHADOWS
Private Investigator
Nikki James grew up on
the tough streets of
Lyndhurst and believes
there’s nothing left to
surprise her. But all
that changes the night
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

she follows a rich man’s
daughter into the
shadows and finds
herself caught in a war
between two very
different men. One is a
madman, intent on
destruction. The other
has his own heart of
darkness. For three
hundred years, Michael
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Kelly has existed in
life’s shadows,
gradually learning to
control his vampire
cravings. He is
convinced that no one
can breach his
formidable
barriers—until he meets
Nikki. With her powerful
psychic abilities, Nikki
swiftly invades both his
mind and his heart.
Nikki knows how
dangerous love can be .
. . but if she wants to
survive, she must place
her trust in this man
who could easily destroy
her. For only together
can they overcome the
evil threatening to
destroy them both.
Includes an excerpt of
the next novel in Keri
Arthur’s Nikki and
Michael series, Hearts
in Darkness
Darkness Rising Keri
Arthur 2011 Risa agrees
to use her powers to
find out who is causing
the immortal vampires to
age rapidly in exchange
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

for assistance in
avenging her mother's
murder from Madeline
Hunter, the powerful
leader of the vampire
council.
Circle of Death Keri
Arthur 2014-02-25
PASSION REBORN In one
vicious night, Kirby
Brown’s world is torn
apart. Her best friend
is dead, killed by a
madman who is now after
Kirby, and she has no
idea why. When the
police prove incapable
of protecting Kirby, she
has no choice but to
trust a mysterious
stranger. And while she
finds herself
inexplicably drawn to
him, she fears the
strange abilities he
wields. An investigator
for the Damask Circle,
Doyle Fitzgerald, has
come to Melbourne,
Australia, to hunt down
a killer. What he
doesn’t expect to find
is a cadre of witches
capable of controlling
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the elements, a
sorceress determined to
take that power for
herself, and a broken
woman who is more than
she seems. Doyle is
certain that the reason
behind the bloodshed
lies in Kirby’s past—a
past she has no wish to
remember. Because Doyle
isn’t the only one with
magic in his soul:
Kirby’s special gifts
have the strength to
destroy the world.
Darkness Unbound Keri
Arthur 2011 When she
discovers that her
father, an Aedh priest,
is tampering with the
gates of hell for a dark
purpose, Risa Jones,
half werewolf and half
Aedh, works with some
friends to try to stop
him before all hell
breaks loose.
The Red Network; A Who's
Who and Handbook of
Radicalism for Patriots
Elizabeth Kirkpatrick
Dilling 2018-11-10 This
work has been selected
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

by scholars as being
culturally important and
is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as
we know it. This work is
in the public domain in
the United States of
America, and possibly
other nations. Within
the United States, you
may freely copy and
distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or
corporate) has a
copyright on the body of
the work. Scholars
believe, and we concur,
that this work is
important enough to be
preserved, reproduced,
and made generally
available to the public.
To ensure a quality
reading experience, this
work has been proofread
and republished using a
format that seamlessly
blends the original
graphical elements with
text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate
your support of the
preservation process,
and thank you for being
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an important part of
keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant.
Incubus Dreams Laurell
K. Hamilton 2005-09-27
Vampire hunter Anita
Blake finds her life is
more complicated than
ever, caught as she is
between her obligations
to the living-and the
undead.
The Darkest Kiss Keri
Arthur 2008 Halfvampire, half-werewolf
guardian Riley Jenson
must use all the
dhampire powers at her
command as she tracks
two vicious serial
killers--one who targets
high-society strumpets
and their rich, powerful
lovers, and the other
who selects victims with
tragic pasts--aided by
sexy vampire Quinn.
Original.
Moon Sworn Keri Arthur
2010-05-25 BONUS: This
edition contains excerpt
chapters from Keri
Arthur's Mercy Burns and
Darkness Unbound. Some
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

nights never end. Some
desires never die. . . .
Shape-shifting werewolf
and vampire Riley Jenson
is through with
death—causing it,
solving it, surviving
it. Her soul mate, Kye
Murphy, is dead—and at
Riley’s own hands. Not
even the seductive
embrace of her vampire
lover, Quinn, can fully
ease her mind, for she
has begun questioning
everything that makes
her Riley—including her
job at the Directorate.
Now, the ritualistically
slain bodies of ex-cons
have started turning up.
Reluctantly, Riley takes
the case, but something
even worse is waiting in
the wings. A vicious
enemy from her past is
determined to strip
Riley of everything that
gives her life any
meaning: her lover, her
brother—and even her own
identity. Can Riley
survive this ultimate
assault? All she knows
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is, she must fight one
last time to find
answers, before
everything goes dark
forever.
Skin Trade Laurell K.
Hamilton 2009-06-02 A
vampire is on a murder
spree in Sin City in
this Anita Blake,
Vampire Hunter novel
from #1 New York Times
bestselling author
Laurell K. Hamilton.
When a vampire serial
killer sends Anita Blake
a grisly souvenir from
Las Vegas, she has to
warn Sin City’s local
authorities what they’re
dealing with. Only it’s
worse than she thought.
Police officers and one
executioner have been
slain—paranormal style.
Anita heads to Vegas,
where’s she’s joined by
three other federal
marshals, including the
ruthless Edward hiding
behind his mild-mannered
persona. It’s a good
thing Edward always has
her back, because, when
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

she gets close to the
bodies, Anita senses
“tiger” too strongly to
ignore it. And the
weretigers are powerful
in Las Vegas, which
means the odds of her
rubbing someone very
powerful the wrong way
just got a lot higher…
Curse the Dawn Karen
Chance 2009-04-07 “Karen
Chance takes her place
along with Laurell K.
Hamilton, Charlaine
Harris, MaryJanice
Davidson, and J.D.
Robb.”—SF Revu View our
feature on Karen
Chance’s Curse the Dawn.
Cassandra Palmer may be
the all-powerful Pythia
now, but that doesn’t
mean people have stopped
trying to kill her. Most
of the supernatural
power players don’t want
the independent minded
Cassie as chief
clairvoyant—and they’ll
stop at nothing to see
her six feet under. The
Vampire Senate does
support Cassie in her
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position, but their
protection comes with a
price: an alliance with
the sexy master vampire
Mircea, who has claimed
Cassie as his own. But
even the vampires will
have trouble keeping
Cassie alive now that
the self-styled god
Apollo, the source of
the Pythia’s power, has
it in for her in a big
way. To save her
life—and the
world—Cassie’s going to
have to face down her
creator…
On the Edge Ilona
Andrews 2009-09-29 Step
into a whole new world
in the first Novel of
the Edge from the #1 New
York Times bestselling
author of the Kate
Daniels series. The Edge
lies between worlds, on
the border between the
Broken, where people
shop at Wal-Mart and
magic is a fairy
tale—and the Weird,
where blueblood
aristocrats rule,
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

changelings roam, and
the strength of your
magic can change your
destiny... Rose Drayton
thought if she practiced
her magic, she could
build a better life for
herself. But things
didn’t turn out the way
she’d planned, and now
she works an off-thebooks job in the Broken
just to survive. Then
Declan Camarine, a
blueblood noble straight
out of the deepest part
of the Weird, comes into
her life, determined to
have Rose (and her
power). But when a flood
of creatures hungry for
magic invade the Edge,
Declan and Rose must
overcome their
differences and work
together to destroy
them—or the beasts will
devour the Edge and
everyone in it...
Blood Bound Patricia
Briggs 2007-01-30 “Kickass were-coyote auto
mechanic Mercedes
Thompson” (Publishers
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Weekly) has leapt to the
forefront of today’s
urban fantasy heroes,
thanks to bestselling
author Patricia Briggs.
Now, Mercy finds herself
in the middle of a
bloodbath—with only one
way out... Mercy has
friends in low
places—and in dark ones.
And now she owes one of
them a favor. Since she
can shapeshift at will,
she agrees to act as
some extra muscle when
her vampire friend
Stefan goes to deliver a
message to another of
his kind. But this new
vampire is hardly
ordinary—and neither is
the demon inside of him.
When the undead and the
werewolves sent to find
him don’t return, the
local vampire queen
turns to Mercy for help.
A coyote is no match for
a demon, but Mercy is
determined to get her
friends back—including
the two werewolves
circling around her
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

heart.
Circle of Desire Keri
Arthur 2014-04-01 A
TEMPTING FATE Two
children have been found
dead, their souls torn
from their bodies. Two
more are missing, and
Ethan Morgan’s niece is
one of them. A dedicated
cop, Ethan has every
intention not only of
bringing her back alive
but of catching the
monster behind these
kidnappings. And he will
use anyone and everyone
to achieve those
aims—even a crazy woman
who claims to be a
witch. But time is
ticking. The victims
rarely stay alive for
more than seven days.
Four of those days have
already passed. In ten
years of working for the
Damask Circle,
shapeshifter Katherine
Tanner has never come
across anything that
goes after kids the way
this monster does. The
last thing Kat needs is
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interference from a cop
who has no idea what
he’s up against. But the
greatest threat to Kat
may come not from the
forces of darkness, but
from the man she is
beginning to love.
Because Ethan is a
werewolf . . . and the
full moon is rising.
Kissing Sin Keri Arthur
2010-09 In the sequel to
Full moon rising, Riley
Jenson, half-werewolf
and half-vampire, joins
forces with Kade, a sexy
warrior, as they flee
for their lives from a
new and deadly
conspiracy aimed at
creating the ultimate
warrior.
The Darkest Kiss Keri
Arthur 2011-11-03 Dark
secrets. Dangerous
seduction. It all begins
with a kiss... With a
werewolf's uncanny
instinct for danger and vampire blood
coursing her through her
veins - Riley Jenson is
an officer for the
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

Directorate of Other
Races, an organisation
created to police
supernatural beings. Now
she's hunting for a
killer who is targeting
the rich and the
powerful of Melbourne's
society... But for Riley
the case takes a
chilling turn when a
second killer - a crazed
young vamp - starts
leaving a trail of
mutilated bodies of his
own. Riley knows she's
got the skill and
cunning to catch two
serial killers at once,
until one of them
strikes inside her own
tight-knit clan - and a
sexy beast of a vampire
re-enters her life to
aid in the hunt. His
name is Quinn. He's
lived forever, shed
blood and shared
pleasure - and he's the
only man over whom Riley
has absolutely no
control...
Personal Demon Kelley
Armstrong 2009-02-24
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Globe and Mail and New
York Times bestselling
author Kelley Armstrong
follows No Humans
Involved with a new,
sexy, action-packed,
Women of the Otherworld
novel featuring a
wickedly beautiful,
supernaturally gifted
heroine who may love
danger a bit too much.
Sending readers into a
dazzlingly entertaining
world of danger, vice
and romance, Kelley
Armstrong’s phenomenal
Women of the Otherworld
novels mark her as a
trailblazer of
paranormal romantic
suspense. Hope Adams,
tabloid journalist and
half-demon, looks like a
Bollywood princess. Like
full demons, she gets an
almost sexual rush from
danger and chaos–in
fact, she thrives on it.
But she is determined to
use her gifts for good.
When the head of the
powerful Cortez Cabal
calls in an old debt and
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

asks her to infiltrate a
Miami gang of bored,
rich, troublemaking
supernaturals, she can’t
resist the excitement.
As she becomes
dangerously entangled in
the plot she has no
choice but to turn to
her crooked werewolf exboyfriend, and the heir
to the Cortez Cabal, for
help. In typical Kelley
Armstrong fashion,
Personal Demon takes the
reader on an energetic
ride through the
supernatural world and
the human one, bringing
them together to create
one huge devilish
adventure.
Dangerous Games Keri
Arthur 2007 Dhampire
Riley Jenson, a hybrid
of vampire and werewolf,
journeys to Melbourne
and into the heart of
the city's seductive and
dangerous urban
underworld to find an
enigmatic killer who has
been using a nightclub
that caters to its
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denizens' every fantasy
as his stalking grounds.
Original.
Deadly Desire Keri
Arthur 2011-10-06
Guardian Riley Jenson
always seems to face the
worst villains. And this
time's no different. For
it's no ordinary
sorceress who can raise
the dead to do her
killing. But that's
exactly what Riley
expects to find at the
end of a trail of female
corpses used - and
discarded - in a bizarre
ritual of evil. With
pressure mounting to
catch the fiend, the
last thing Riley needs
is the heat of the
upcoming full moon
bringing her werewolf
hormones to a boil - or
the reappearance of a
sexy bounty hunter, the
rogue wolf Kye Murphy.
Riley has threatened
Murphy with arrest if he
doesn't back off the
investigation, but it's
Riley who feels
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

handcuffed by Kye's
lupine charm. Torn
between her vamp and
wolf natures, between
her love for Quinn and
her attraction to Kye,
Riley knows she's
courting danger and
indulging the deadliest
desires. For her hunt
through the supernatural
underworld will bring
her face-to-face with
what lurks in a darkness
where even monsters fear
to tread.
Lifemate Connections
Keri Arthur 2007-03-31
"Ms. Arthur is a master
at creating fabulous
paranormal worlds that
are amazingly realistic
and wholly believable.
Readers will be
delighted with this
imaginative escape, and
hoping there's more of
the same seduction in
the future."--Darque
Reviews She's every
man's desire and one
man's target. Some think
of Lifemate Connections
as a government approved
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dating service, meant to
keep order in a world
where men outnumber
women ten to one and
only the rich are
allowed to bear
children. But the
fabulously expensive
hotel and bar is little
more than a sex club
where approved singles
are required to test
potential mates--and
anything goes. Shifter
Eryn James is beautiful
but not wealthy; when
the police ask her to
act as bait for a serial
killer at the hotel, she
jumps at the chance to
indulge in the decadent
world of the privileged
class. Her keen sense of
smell should protect
her. The club is full of
security, and the cops
have her under constant
surveillance. None of
that will keep her safe
from Grey Stockard . . .
a dangerous, mysterious
fellow shifter who
instantly destroys her
willpower and claims her
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

as his own. But even
mind-blowing sex and
their powerful psychic
bond can't erase Eryn's
fear that he may be the
killer. A man she wants
with every ounce of her
being. A man she just
might end up dying for .
. . Keri Arthur, author
of the New York Times
bestselling Riley Jenson
Guardian series, has now
written more than thirty
novels. She's received
several nominations in
the Best Contemporary
Paranormal category of
the Romantic Times
Reviewers Choice Awards
and has won RT's Career
Achievement Award for
urban fantasy. She lives
with her daughter in
Melbourne, Australia.
Tempting Evil Keri
Arthur 2010-09 Working
for an organization
policing the
supernatural races,
Riley Jenson--half
werewolf, half vampire-is given the task of
infiltrating the heavily
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guarded pleasure palace
of Deshon Star, a
criminal mastermind who
has been experimenting
with genetics for
decades.
Kiss of Frost Jennifer
Estep 2011-05-26 A high
school warrior-intraining gets lessons in
surviving a mysterious
assassin in the New York
Times bestselling
author’s YA urban
fantasy novel. I'm Gwen
Frost, a second-year
warrior-in-training at
Mythos Academy, and I
have no idea how I'm
going to survive the
rest of the semester.
One day, I'm getting
schooled in swordplay by
the guy who broke my
heart—the drop-dead
gorgeous Spartan Logan
Quinn who slays me every
time. Then, an invisible
archer in the Library of
Antiquities decides to
use me for target
practice. And now, I
find out that someone at
the academy is really a
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

Reaper bad guy who wants
me dead. Now, with
Logan’s help, I’ll have
to learn to live by the
sword—or die trying.
Embraced By Darkness
Keri Arthur 2007-07-31
BONUS: This edition
contains excerpts from
Keri Arthur's Destiny
Kills and Darkest Kiss.
She's hunting a killer—
and shattering every
boundary— she's ever
known.… Part vamp, part
werewolf, Riley Jenson
plays by her own rules,
whether it’s her stormy
love life or her job as
a guardian. But when her
family’s alpha male
demands that she solve
the mystery of a
vanished girl, Riley can
feel a trap closing in
around her. Because the
job comes with a catch:
if Riley fails, her own
mother will die. Now the
stakes are raised, the
hunt is on...and when
more women vanish, Riley
is caught between a
lover who demands that
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she give up her work, a
serial killer who knows
no boundaries, and a
club where humans and
supernaturals mix—at
their own peril. Thrust
into a realm of
seduction and violence
unlike any she could
have imagined, Riley has
to battle to save
everything she holds
dear. But the ultimate
hunt has only just
begun....
Bound to Shadows Keri
Arthur 2009-10-27 BONUS:
This edition contains
excerpts from Keri
Arthur's Mercy Burns and
Moon Sworn. In the
darkness, demons come
out to play . . . and
someone must bring their
sins to light. Part
vampire, part werewolf,
Riley Jenson knows what
can happen when vamps
don’t play well with
others. But she’s never
seen anything like this:
a series of brutal
murders surrounding the
latest hot spot for
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

vampire-human
hookups—and the victims
aren’t just killed,
they’re beheaded. Now
Riley is launching into
action, toying with a
seductive—and highly
suspicious—club owner,
and finding herself in
the middle of another
mystery: women being
killed one by one,
without a trace of
violence. For Riley,
solving multiple
cases—in a world going
mad with human and
vampire passions—would
have been tough enough.
Instead she has two
jealous lovers on her
hands: Kye Murphy, the
amber-eyed werewolf who
makes Riley’s wolf blood
howl—and Quinn, the
cool, elegant vamp who
has over a thousand
years’ experience at
fulfilling women’s
desires. While she’s
busy juggling these two
sexy beasts, Riley’s
detective work takes a
stunningly violent turn.
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Finding a murderer is
now a matter of life and
death. Especially since
the killer has long
since found her . . .
Full Moon Rising Keri
Arthur 2006-01-31 In
this exciting debut,
author Keri Arthur
explodes onto the
supernatural scene with
a sexy, sensuous tale of
intrigue and suspense
set in a world where
legends walk and the
shady paths of the
underworld are far more
sinister than anyone
envisioned. A rare
hybrid of vampire and
werewolf, Riley Jenson
and her twin brother,
Rhoan, work for
Melbourne’s Directorate
of Other Races, an
organization created to
police the supernatural
races–and protect humans
from their depredations.
While Rhoan is an
exalted guardian, a.k.a.
assassin, Riley is
merely an office
worker–until her brother
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

goes missing on one of
his missions. The timing
couldn’t be worse. More
werewolf than vampire,
Riley is vulnerable to
the moon heat, the
weeklong period before
the full moon, when her
need to mate becomes
all-consuming.… Luckily
Riley has two willing
partners to satisfy her
every need. But she will
have to control her
urges if she’ s going to
find her brother….Easier
said than done as the
city pulses with
frenzied desire, and
Riley is confronted with
a very powerful–and
delectably naked–vamp
who raises her
temperature like never
before. In matters
carnal, Riley has met
her match. But in
matters criminal, she
must follow her
instincts not only to
find her brother but to
stop an unholy harvest.
For someone is doing
some shifty cloning in
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an attempt to produce
the ultimate warrior–by
tapping into the genome
of nonhumans like Rhoan.
Now Riley knows just how
dangerous the world is
for her kind–and just
how much it needs her.
BONUS: This edition
contains an excerpt from
Keri Arthur's Kissing
Sin.
The Darkest Kiss Keri
Arthur 2008-04-29 BONUS:
This edition contains
excerpts from Keri
Arthur's Destiny Kills
and Deadly Desire.
Danger turns her on.
Desire turns her
dangerous... Riley
Jenson hunts
evildoers—and does it
with a style all her
own. With vamp blood
coursing her through her
veins, and a werewolf’s
uncanny instinct for
danger, Riley wears
snakeskin stilettos and
pure, in-your-face
attitude when she
plunges into her latest
case: hunting down a
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

killer whose victims are
high-society
strumpets—and the rich
and powerful men they’
ve dated. But for Riley,
the case takes a
chilling turn when a
second killer starts
trailing mutilated
bodies of his own: a
crazed young vamp
choosing victims from a
past marked by tragedy.
Riley knows she’s got
the skill and cunning to
catch two serial killers
at once…until one of
them strikes inside her
own tight-knit clan—and
a sexy beast of a
vampire reenters her
life to aid in the hunt.
His name is Quinn. He’s
lived forever, shed
blood, and shared
pleasure…and he’s the
only man over whom Riley
has absolutely no
control….
Touch the Dark: A Cassie
Palmer Novel Volume 1
Karen Chance 2010-06-28
Cassandra Palmer can see
the future and
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communicate with spirits
– talents that make her
attractive to the dead
and the undead. The
ghosts of the dead
aren't usually
dangerous; they just
like to talk . . . a
lot. The undead are
another matter. Like any
sensible girl, Cassie
tries to avoid vampires.
But when the
bloodsucking mafioso she
escaped three years ago
finds Cassie again with
vengeance on his mind,
she's forced to turn to
the vampire Senate for
protection. The undead
senators won't help her
for nothing, and Cassie
finds herself working
with one of their most
powerful members, a
dangerously seductive
master vampire – and the
price he demands may be
more than Cassie is
willing to pay . . .
Art Fundamentals; Theory
and Practice Otto G.
Ocvirk 1968
The Cursed Shaun Herbert
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

Cravings MaryJanice
Davidson 2004
Otherwordly pleasure and
dangerous desire stalk
the night as immortal
creatures, ravenous and
unforgiving, take their
prey to the brink of
ecstasy and fear, in
this sensual collection
of stories from four
best-selling authors-Laurell K. Hamilton,
MaryJanice Davidson,
Eileen Wilks, and
Rebecca York. Original.
Seduced By Moonlight
Laurell K. Hamilton
2004-02-03 I am Meredith
Gentry, P.I. and
Princess Merry, heir to
the throne of Fairie.
Now there are those
among me who whisper I
am more. They fear me
even as they protect me.
And who can blame them?
I’ve awakened the
dazzling magic that’s
slumbered in them for
thousands of years. But
the thing is, I can’t
figure out why. My aunt,
the Queen of Air and
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Darkness, is no longer
distracted by her usual
sadistic hobbies. Her
obsession has turned
unwaveringly to me. The
mission to get me
pregnant and beat my
cousin Prince Cel to the
crown is taking longer
than expected. Even
though I spend each
night with the Queen’s
Ravens, my immortal
guards, no child has
come of our decadent
pleasures. But something
else is happening. My
magic courses through me
uncontrollably. And as I
lock my half-mortal body
with their full-Sidhe
blooded ones, the power
surges like never
before. It all began
with the chalice. I
dreamed of it, and it
appeared, cool and hard,
beside me when I awoke.
My guards know the
ancient relic well—its
disappearance ages ago
stripped them of their
vital powers. But it is
here with us now. My
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

touch resonates with its
force, and they’re
consumed with it, their
Sidhe essences lit up by
it. But even as they
cherish me for this
unexpected gift, there
are those who loathe me
for it. Me, a mongrel,
only half fey and part
mortal. The Unseelie
court has suffered for
so long, and there are
some who would not have
it weakened further by
an impure queen. My
enemies grow in number
every day. But they do
not know what I am
capable of. Nor, for
that matter, do I. . . .
In Seduced by Moonlight,
Laurell K. Hamilton
brings the dark, erotic
reign of the immortal
fey to a startling new
depth. Full of
sensuality and the
consuming anticipation
of latent powers
unleashed, this world of
gods, shapeshifters, and
immortal souls is
unveiled in all of its
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supreme magnificence and
its treacherous deceits.
Queerness in Play Todd
Harper 2018-10-19
Queerness in Play
examines the many ways
queerness of all
kinds—from queer as
‘LGBT’ to other, less
well-covered aspects of
the queer
spectrum—intersects with
games and the social
contexts of play. The
current unprecedented
visibility of queer
creators and content
comes at a high tide of
resistance to the
inclusion of those
outside a long-imagined
cisgender, heterosexual,
white male norm. By
critically engaging the
ways games—as a culture,
an industry, and a
medium—help reproduce
limiting binary
formations of gender and
sexuality, Queerness in
Play contributes to the
growing body of
scholarship promoting
more inclusive
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

understandings of
identity, sexuality, and
games.
Megan's Mark Lora Leigh
2006 In a world where
genetically altered
Breeds and humans
coexist, sheriff's
deputy Megan Fields,
gifted with the ability
to feel other peoples'
emotions, must team up
with sensual Braden
Arness, a Feline Breed,
to investigate a series
of mysterious murders.
Original.
Circle of Fire Keri
Arthur 2014-01-28
VISIONS OF TERROR
Sixteen teenagers taken
from their homes. Eleven
bodies recovered, each
completely drained of
blood. Some believe
vampires are
responsible. Jon Barnett
knows that what's
happening is far worse.
Sent by a group of
paranormal investigators
known as the Damask
Circle, Jon quickly
becomes enmeshed in a
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web of black magic and
realizes he needs help.
But fate gives him only
one choice. Madeline
Smith has retreated to
an isolated farmhouse,
afraid of the abilities
she cannot
control—abilities that
have killed. But when a
“ghost” brings a warning
of danger and her nephew
goes missing, Maddie not
only has to leave her
haven, she has to place
her trust in a man who
is neither ghost nor
human. As the noose of
sorcery tightens, the
search for the teenagers
becomes a race against
time. But the greatest
danger to Maddie and Jon
could be the intense
feelings they refuse to
acknowledge but cannot
ignore.
Agents of Light and
Darkness Simon R. Green
2003 While working in
Nightside, John searches
for the Unholy Grail, a
cup used during the Last
Supper that corrupts the
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

owner and gives him
power, before it falls
into the wrong hands.
Haunted Kelley Armstrong
2009-04-03 THE
CONTINUING ADVENTURES OF
THE SMART, SEXY —
SUPERNATURAL — WOMEN OF
THE OTHERWORLD Eve
Levine — half-demon,
black witch and devoted
mother — has been dead
for three years. She has
a great house, an
interesting love life
and can’t be killed
again — which comes in
handy when you’ve made
as many enemies as Eve.
Yes, the afterlife isn’t
too bad — all she needs
to do is find a way to
communicate with her
daughter, Savannah, and
she’ll be happy. But
fate — or more exactly,
the Fates — have other
plans. Eve owes them a
favor, and they’ve just
called it in. An evil
spirit called the Nix
has escaped from hell.
She feeds on chaos and
death, and is very good
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at persuading people to
kill for her. The Fates
want Eve to hunt her
down before she does any
more damage, but the Nix
is a dangerous enemy —
previous hunters have
been driven insane in
the process. As if
that’s not problem
enough, the only way to
stop her is with an
angel’s sword. And Eve
is no angel. . . .
Darkness Falls Keri
Arthur 2014-12-02 THE
FINAL BOOK IN THE NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLING
SERIES BY “ONE OF THE
BEST URBAN FANTASY
AUTHORS IN PRINT
TODAY.”—Darque Reviews
New York Times
bestselling author Keri
Arthur brings her Dark
Angels series to a
breathtaking conclusion
as half-werewolf, halfAedh Risa Jones treads a
knife’s edge between the
salvation of the human
race and its total
annihilation. The search
for the last key to the
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gates of hell has begun,
and half-werewolf, halfAedh Risa Jones is in
more danger than
ever—and one misstep
could prove ruinous.
It's only a matter of
time before Madeleine
Hunter, the dangerous
head of the vampire
council, begins her hunt
for complete domination.
And for Risa, that comes
with an alarming
ultimatum: hand over the
last key to Hunter or,
one by one, her loved
ones will die. Now, it’s
a race against time for
Risa to save those she
loves, and to stop
Hunter's apocalyptic
plan to open the very
gates of hell. INCLUDES
A BONUS EXCERPT OF KERI
ARTHUR’S FIREBORN
Darkness Splintered Keri
Arthur 2013-11-05 New
York Times bestselling
author Keri Arthur
continues her Dark
Angels series as halfwerewolf, half-Aedh Risa
Jones races to save the
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world from descending
into ultimate chaos....
Risa has angered several
powerful people, and
she’s starting to feel
the pressure from all
sides. She also finds
herself under the
scrutiny of the vampire
council, some of whom
consider her a monster
who should be destroyed.
But they offer her a
bloody bargain: Take on
the lethal head of the
council and others will
support her. As the
search for the keys to
hell heats up, Risa
realizes that she has no
choice. For the sake of
the people she loves,
she must find the
keys—and get rid of
Hunter—before the next
gate is opened and
brings the world closer
to all hell breaking
loose....
A Stroke of Midnight
Laurell K. Hamilton 2006
An erotic vampire
romance set in
historical times.
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

Synopsis: The village of
Greenwich is rundown by
an unknown blood
disease, the only hope
for survival is to stay
isolated from everyone.
Beautiful and spirited
Serena Polland is unable
to hide away from the
rest of the world.
Defying her mother,
Serena takes a job at
the makeshift hospital,
working as a nurse. At
this hospital, each
night, she spends
working side by side
with the mysterious
doctor, Alexander
Debergman. For
Alexander, life was
nothing more than a mere
two hundred years of
solitude and darkness.
His work was the only
thing that could sustain
him, until he met
Serena. She was the
sunlight he hadn't seen
in centuries, she was a
vision of warmth and
beauty, love and desire.
The unexpected happens
when Serena not only
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loses her beloved mother
to the sickness, but
falls ill from it
herself. When Alexander
finds Serena fighting
for her life and slowly
losing the battle, he
does the only thing he
can do to save her lifemake her what he is, a
vampire.
Destiny Kills Keri
Arthur 2008-10-28 Desire
calls. Danger Lurks.
But... When Destiny
McCree wakes up beside a
dead man on an Oregon
beach, she knows only
this: she has to keep
moving, keep searching,
and keep one step ahead
of the forces that have
been pursuing her from
the heart of Scotland to
this isolated spot. Why?
The death of her lover
has left her alone, with
little memory of her
past. A glimmering
serpent-shaped ring is
the one clue she has—and
a bargaining chip in a
most dangerous game.
Enter Trae Wilson, a
the-darkest-kiss-riley-jenson-guardian-6-keri-arthur

master thief with a
sexy, knowing grin and a
secret agenda of his
own. Destiny and Trae
both have powers far
beyond the human—and
both are running for
their lives. Together
they’re riding a tide of
danger, magic, and
lust…but with killers
stalking their every
move, they must use any
means necessary, even
each other, to
survive—until the
shocking secret of one
woman’s destiny finally
unravels.…
Hunt the Moon: A Cassie
Palmer Novel Volume 5
Karen Chance 2011-05-25
Cassandra Palmer
recently defeated a god,
which you'd think would
buy a girl a little time
off. But when your job
is being Pythia - the
world's chief
clairvoyant - you don't
get a lot of R&R. Cassie
is busier than ever,
discovering her power,
figuring out her
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complicated relationship
with enigmatic and sexy
vampire Mircea, and
preparing for her
upcoming coronation. But
someone is dead-set
against Cassie becoming
Pythia, and will go to
any lengths to stop the
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coronation ceremony from
happening - including
making sure that Cassie
is never born. Now,
Cassie has to save
herself - and the world,
if she can find the time
...
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